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Abstract
Proposed system presents an automatic long term tracking and
learning and detection of real time objects in the live video
stream. In this system, Object to be tracked also called as
cropped image is defined by its location and the extent in the
single frame by selecting the object of interest in the live
video. Many existing systems for tracking objects fails due to
loss of information caused by complex shapes, rapid motion,
illumination changes, scaling and projection of 3D world on
2D image. Proposed modified PN learning algorithm which
uses background subtraction technique to increase speed of
the frame processing for object detection. Proposed Modified
PN learning algorithm considers the object to be tracked as PType Object and background is divided into the numbers of
N-Type objects. Initially input image is matched with the NType of objects for rejection and then with P-type for
acceptance. Proposed system uses the Template Matching
algorithm to match cropped image with region of interest in
the current frame to mark the Object Location. If match is
found then Principle Component Analysis algorithm is used
for detection of the fast moving object which is the advantage
over the existing systems. If match does not found then
Proposed Modified PN learning processing is applied to detect
the image in rapid motion video. Proposed system uses
background subtraction to increase the performance for
detection of any moving object as the background remains
still and we get approximate location of the moving object.
Proposed System is expected to minimize delay for frame
processing and reduce average localization errors to improve
in matching percentage irrespective of scaling of the input
image. Thus proposed system is expected to overcome the
drawbacks of existing system for efficient tracking of any real
time object.
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1 Existing Work on Object Detection and
Tracking
Camshift algorithm uses color feature for real time object
tracking. Camshift fails when video is under rapid motion
illumination changes and background distraction.[1].
Adaptive Local Search and Kalman Filter are proposed to
predict position of Moving object. Kalal has given work TLD
framework for tracking and detection and PN learning
algorithm to learn about the characteristics of the moving
object in video stream [2]. Improved Camshift reduces the
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effect of illumination interference and judges whether the
target is lost. SURF algorithm is used with improved
camshift because it is invariant to scale, rotation and
translation of Image. Thus lost target can be found out using
improved camshift and SURF Algorithm [3]. It gives five
parameter set 2-D central location, width, height and
orientation of rectangular box as tunable variable in object
tracking. Principle component analysis (PCA) also called
Eigen object detection is used for matching two objects. [5]

2 Introductions
Existing system has the problems when object changes its
appearances or object is moving out of camera view and again
coming in front of camera. Tracking fails due to scaling,
rotation, illumination changes and does not perform in case of
full out of plane rotation.
The proposed system overcomes the above mentioned
drawback and system can Track and Learn the Real-time
object automatically using Principle component analysis, P-N
learning, template matching and Eigen object detection.
Video surveillance plays a crucial role due to security issues
involved in various areas like crowded public places,
departmental stores, traffic monitoring, banks and boarders
between two countries. The System is expected to track and
learn the real time objects. Video stream will be processed at
frame rate and process should run indefinitely long. The task
is called as long term tracking.
In the simplest form, Tracking is defined as is process of
continuously finding an object of interest in the video. In
other words, a tracker assigns consistent labels to the tracked
objects in different frames of a video. Additionally, depending
on the tracking domain, a tracker can also provide objectcentric information, such as orientation, area, or shape of an
object.
Tracker estimates the object motion under the assumption that
the object is visible and its motion is limited. A tracker can
provide weakly labeled training data for a detector and thus
improve it during runtime.[1]
Detector performs full scanning of the image to localize all
the appearances that have been observer in the past. A
detector can reinitialize a tracker and thus minimize the
tracking failures. Detection based algorithms estimates the
object location in every frame independently. [1][3]
Detectors do not drift and do not fail if the object disappears
from the camera. However, they require an offline training
stage. The starting point of my work says that neither tracking
nor detection can solve long term tracking task independently.
But if they operate simultaneously, there is potential to benefit
one from another. [1]
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2.1 Tracking Algorithm provides:
1. All tracking algorithms assume that the object motion is
smooth with no abrupt changes.

index would be the interested PC, which is able to represent
the track of moving object.

2. The object motion is assumed to be of constant velocity.
3. Prior knowledge about the number and the size of objects,
or the object appearance and shape.
Learning: It observes performance of both, the tracker and
detector, identifies errors of the detector and generates
training examples to avoid these errors in the future.

Fig. 1

2.1.1 Two subtasks

2.4 Template Matching

1. Build model to track Object.

Template matching is a technique for finding areas of an
image that match (are similar) to a template image (patch).

2. Use of previous frame(s) to predict current frame and
restrict the search
Repeat the two subtasks, possibly updating the mode

2.2 P-N Learning Algorithm:
In every frame, the P-N learning performs the following steps:
1) evaluation of the detector on the current frame.

We need two primary components:
Source image (I): The image in which we expect to find a
match to the template image Template image (T): The patch
image which will be compared to the template image our
goal is to detect the highest matching area:[16]

2) estimation of the detector errors using the P-N experts, and
3) update of the detector by labeled examples output by the
experts.

2.3 PCA Algorithm:
Three steps are used to reach the goal:
i) Interested clip extraction, the purpose to reduce the
computational time of PCA;
ii) PCA, the process to produce PC (Principal Component)
images that contain both static and dynamic information on
the image sequence.
iii) Track extraction, the step to extract the tracks of moving
objects from each PC.

Fig 2

[16]

To identify the matching area, we have to compare the image
against the source image by sliding it:[16]

The purpose of PCA is to produce PC (Principal) images that
contain both static and dynamic information on the interested
clip. Firstly, since the video images normally include three
bands (R, G, and B), every band in the interested clip will be
assembled to form a single-band image set. Then, PCA is
performed on every image set and produce a series of
Principal Components for every individual band. Finally, all
Principal Components are collected together to become a PC
image sequence.[15]

2.3.1 Track Extraction from PC Image
Since PCA is able to put the moving track together in certain
PCs, it is the main aim of this step to extract the PCs that
contain the tracking pattern. A region growing scheme is
adopted to produce segmentation image for each PC (Fig. 1b).
Normally three main regions can be observed in a segmented
PC image: noise region, background region, and track region.
Noise regions generally have small areas, which commonly
are too small to be the track of the interested moving object.
On the other hand, background regions generally come with
relatively large areas and turn out to be the static information.
As a result, the rest of the regions will be grouped together to
become the track regions (Fig. 1c). In the end of track
extraction, we compile the total area of track regions in pixel
as the index of each PC image. The PC image with highest

Fig 3

[16]

By sliding, we mean moving the patch one pixel at a time (left
to right, up to down). At each location, a metric is calculated
so it represents how ―good‖ or ―bad‖ the match at that
location is (or how similar the patch is to that particular area
of the source image).[16]
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For each location of T over I, you store the metric in the result
matrix (R). Each location
metric:[16]

in R contains the match
6. method=CV_TM_CCOEFF_NORMED

3 Evaluation of existing work on Object
Detection and Tracking
Object Tracking and learning has following pit falls of
existing system
Fig 4
the image above is the result R of sliding the patch with a
metric TM_CCORR_NORMED. The brightest locations
indicate the highest matches. As you can see, the location
marked by the red circle is probably the one with the highest
value, so that location (the rectangle formed by that point as a
corner and width and height equal to the patch image) is
considered the match.

1. When object changes its appearance or object is moving out
of camera view and coming in front of camera
2. Long term tracking fails due to rotation, illumination
changes, background clutters and operate in real time.
3. TLD does not perform well in case of full out-of-plane
rotation
4. Scaling (Zooming)

In practice, we use the function minMaxLoc to locate the
highest value (or lower, depending of the type of matching
method) in the R matrix.
Different Template matching techniques are mentioned
below.[16]
1. Method=CV_TM_SQDIFF

2. Method=CV_TM_SQDIFF_NORMED
Fig 5 Proposed System Architecture

4 Proposed Algorithm
2.Method=CV_TM_CCORR

Step 1: Camera interfacing
Step 2: Take the video streams into the system
Step 3: Object selection (Cropped image) by the user.

4. method=CV_TM_CCORR_NORMED

Step 4: Creation of image array of size 50 for learning.
Step 5: Store the Cropped object at array index 0.
Step 6: Create ROI at 20 pixel distance. ROI can be increased
with the increment of 20 pixels if object is not found in the
current ROI.

5. method=CV_TM_CCOEFF

Step 7: Fetch the next Frame from video stream.

Where

Step 8: Apply the template matching for cropped image for
cropped image at the index 0 in the ROI frame to get the
Object location. Template matching algorithm to get highest
intensity location and mark the object Location.[12] If ROI
fails then background subtraction technique can be used.
[4][14]
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Step 9: If match is found then apply the PCA for tracking the
moving object on the video image then Eigen Object Detector
to detect the object. Check for percentage matching. If
matching percentage is less then store the new object in the
learned array at the index 0 and shift other images in the
array.[3][4][7][8]
Step 10: If match is not found then Identification of detector
errors and learning from it can be done from by P-N learning.
P-N learning estimates the errors by pair of experts. P-experts
detects missed detection whereas N-experts detects alarms [1]

3. Template matching intensity is expected to be 255 in the
range of 0-255 where 0 is dark and 255 intense.
4. Improvement in object learning is expected because the
modified of PN learning Algorithm
5. Proposed method can track the moving object successfully;
moreover, the trace of object can be also extracted and the
tracking result is
unconcerned with the size of moving
object. The proposed method still can track the interested
target and filter out the noise by
checking the size of
moving regions
6. The speed of system for processing a frame in the ROI is
about 300 ms approximately and may increase if ROI
increases.
7. If ROI fails for fast motion video then Background
subtraction technique is used.

6 Benchmark
The Benchmark is decided on the following parameters :
1. Average localization Error —average distance between
center of predicted and ground truth bounding box.
Fig 6 P N Algorithm
Modification to P-N Learning Algorithm:
When object/template from the image is selected by the user,
object to be tracked is called as P-type of object and
background is divided into the numbers of N-Type Objects as
shown in figure.
This P-type Object becomes reference template. Input image
is matched with the template. Percentage of P-Type and NType matching is calculated.
If input image matches with N-Type of object then matched
image is neglected because it is falsely detected. At the same
time, P-type of object is matched with all the images in the
stored array of Image.
As Object moves, position of P-Type and N-Type of Objects
may change accordingly. Percentage of P-Type of Object is
calculated and behavior of object is learned. Maximum
percentage of P-type of object gives the object of interest.
Step 11: Go back to step 7.

Performance Measures
1. The performance is evaluated using precision P, recall R,
and f-measure F.

2. recall —number of true positives divided by the length of
the sequence (true positive is considered if the overlap with
ground truth is > 50%)
3. System estimates the scale of an object. However, the
algorithms compared in this experiment perform tracking in
single scale only. In order to make a fair comparison, the
scale estimation was not used.

7 Applications
1. Motion-based recognition: human identification based on
gait, automatic object detection, etc.
2. Automated surveillance: monitoring a scene to detect
activities or unlikely events
3. Video indexing: automatic annotation and retrieval of in
multimedia databases
4. Human-computer interaction: gesture recognition, eye gaze
tracking for data input to computers, etc.
5. Traffic monitoring: real-time gathering of traffic statistics
to direct traffic flow
6. Vehicle navigation: video-based path planning and obstacle
avoidance capabilities [1]

2. P is the number of true positives divided by the number of
all responses. R is the number of true positives divided by
the number of object occurrences that should have been
detected.
3. F combines these two measures as F=2PR / ( P+R).
4. Detection was considered to be correct if its overlaps with
ground truth bounding box was larger than 50 percent.

5 Major Expected Result
1. We expect the PCA matching percentage up to 0.98
2. Average localization error can be reduced up to 65 %.
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Figure- 7 Application

[1]

8 Conclusions
At the end of this review, we conclude that Automatic Realtime Tracking and Learning of object will continue to grow in
every direction; new audiences, new purposes, new styles of
use, new modes of interaction etc.
Hence, we overviewed description of various algorithm and
technique which will be useful to enhance the performances
of tracking by reducing complexity caused due to loss of
information caused by projection of 3D world on 2D image,
complex object shapes / motion, illumination changes,
scaling, rotation and partial and full object occlusions
compared to existing systems.
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